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tially on line 3—3 of Fig. 2 to illustrate the operation 
‘of the mechanism shown in Fig. 2; 

Fig. 4 is a similar fragmentary sectional view taken 
substantially on line 4-4 of Fig. 2; 

Fig. 5 is a‘further fragmentary sectional view taken 
substantially on line 5—5 of Fig. 2; 

Fig. 6 is an elevational view with parts broken away 
of a modi?ed form of apparatus embodying the present 
invention to illustrate a method of feeding, positioning, 
applying and severing sheet material articles from a 
web; 

Fig. 7 is an enlarged fragmentary sectional view taken 
substantially on line 7—7 of Fig. 6; 

Fig. 8 is a fragmentary sectional view taken in the 
direction of line 8-8 of Fig. 6; and ' 

Fig. 9 is an enlarged fragmentary plan view of a por 
tion of a modi?ed form of web for use in the present 
invention. 
For purposes of illustration, the present invention will 

be described in connection with the feeding and position~ 
ing of wrappers for packaging objects, such as, for exam 
ple, quarter-pound units of butter and margarine. How 
ever, it will be understood that the present invention is 
much broader in scope and application. Many other 
objects or commodities having a wide variety of shapes 
and sizes may be packed in wrappers fed and positioned 
in accordance with the present invention. Furthermore, 
the present invention may be advantageously utilized for 
the feeding and positioning of a large number of sheet 
material articles other than wrappers. It may be ad 
vantageously applied to the feeding and positioning of 
labels, bands, partial or complete overraps or other simi 
lar items which it is desired to supply in a succession of 
uniform articles for utilization. 

Articles suitable for use in accordance with the present 
invention are disclosed in my previously identi?ed co 
‘pending-application, Serial No. 174,261, ?led July 17, 
1950.‘ Such articles are designed and arranged to be 
fed in a succession or sequence as a web. The web is 
de?ned or sub-divided into individual articles or wrappers 
by a readily detachable connection or partial separation. 
Thispartial separation extends generally in a direction 
transversely of the web and partially thereacross, inter 
mediate of the side edges of the web. Further, the 
partial separation is preferably in the form of a slit, shaped 
to de?ne a tongue or tongues de?ectible from the plane 
of the web and disposed in the region of the common 
boundary: between adjacent articles. 
’_ Sheet material for use with the present invention may 
comprise any of a variety of substances, such as many , 
types of paper, or plastic ?lm, or metallic foil, etc. The 
sheet material may be of a desired thickness, having suf 
?cient ?exibility and strength to be advanced and handled 
in accordance with the present invention. Also, the 
material may be provided with reinforcement in desired 
areas or may be reinforced throughout. For many ap 
plications it may be advantageous to utilize composite 
or laminated sheet materials having two or more plies 
each of which may provide some desired characteristics 
for ‘the end use to which the article is intended. Also, 
it may be desirable to provide a sheet material with 
appropriate coating or surface covering to increase its 
imperviousness, provide better folding characteristics, 
add rigidity to the sheet, provide adhesive areas, improve 
the printability of the sheet material, or the like. The 
selection of an appropriate material wiil be dependent 
on the use of the individual articles, and it may be seen 
that a wide variety of materials may be used to ad 
vantage. 
The exterior surface of the web may be imprinted with 

any desired pattern of printed matter, such as, trade 
marks, advertising, manufacturer’s name and address, in 
structions for use, designs, art work and the like. The 
web may also be provided with crease lines, cut-score 
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4 
lines, slits, adhesive spots, stripes or areas, or other means 
which will increase the utility of the article. 

Figure 1 illustrates a preferred form of web W. As 
described, the web is preferably sub-divided into indi 
vidual article lengths or wrappers by a shaped slit indicat 
ed generally by the numeral 1. These slits are disposed 
at suitable intervals so that each wrapper is dimensioned 
to correspond to the object or commodity to be enclosed 
thereby. Further, each wrapper has imprinted thereon 
the desired pattern of printed matter accurately regis 
tered with respect to the edges of the wrapper, and ac 
curately registered with respect to the shaped slits so 
that each completed wrapped package will have its pat 
tern of printed matter properly located with respect to 
each panel or face of the package. 
The con?guration of the shaped slit 1 shown in the 

drawings is a particularly desirable form of partial sepa 
ration and includes a central ?ap or tongue 2 struck from 
the web and extending rearwardly relative to the normal 
direction of feeding of the web. Outwardly of, or ad 
jacent to the central tongue 2 are a pair of side tongues 
or ?aps 3 which are struck from the surface of the web 
and extend in an opposite direction from the tongue 2. 
The shaped slit 1 terminates in straight line portions 4 
which are aligned with and coincide with the common 
boundary between adjacent articles. The various por 
tions of the shaped slit merge with one another to pro 
vide a smooth sinuous slit, as shown. The length of 
the slit and the dimensions of the tongues are such that 
the intermediate portion of the web will have the desired 
?exibility for the purposes to be described without affect 
ing the tension with which the web is fed. However, the 
slit must be sufficiently short that the remaining integral 
connecting portions 5 of the web between adjacent ar 
ticles are sufficiently strong to permit feeding the web 
under suitable tension without breakage. 
To provide a source of supply of the web W, the web 

may be rolled into suitably sized rolls which may be 
supported for withdrawal of the web therefrom. Web 
withdrawal may be accomplished by driving the supply 
roll so that desired amounts of the sheet material web 
are fed under controlled tension, or one or more pairs of 
driven feed rolls may pull the web from the supply roll. 
Also, the web may be withdrawn from the supply roll 
by a feed member on which the positioning operation 
may also be accomplished. The source of supply of the 
web may also comprise a zig-zag or ticket folded stack 
of sheets from which desired amounts‘ of the web may 
be withdrawn. This form of source of supply may be 
advantageous, particularly for reinforced or composite 
sheet materials which are not adapted to be readily rolled 
due to their uneven thicknesses. For continuous opera 
tion, it may be desirable to arrange the source of supply 
so that a continuous web may be withdrawn. When the 
web is zig-zag or ticket-folded, the leading edge of one 
stack may be suitably connected to the trailing edge of 
a previous stack. When the web is rolled, continuous 
operation may be obtained by providing for a flying 
splice so that the leading edge of a fresh roll may be 
connected to a portion of the web from the roll which is 
about to be exhausted. 

It is believed preferable to provide relatively uniform 
tension during feeding of the web to compensate for any 
variations in the lineal speed of advancement of the web 
which might detract from the accuracy of positioning of 
the articles. A number of mechanisms for controlling 
the tension of a web within desired limits are available 
and know in the art, and consequently the drawings do 
not disclose a particular apparatus for tension control. 
By way of example, some control mechanisms apply an 
appropriate braking force to the source of supply or 
utilize ‘a slack loop with a movable slack roller moving 
with the loop to actuate the speed of withdrawal of the 
web from its source of supply. 
The drawings show in schematic form, a feed member 
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having.‘ a surface to which the web may be applied for 
successively positioning the individual articles prior to 
.their-beingapplied for use and separated from the web. 
To obtain substantially uniform lengths of individual 
articles, such as for providing wrapped packages on which 
the printed matter appears in the same location on each 
package, positioning of the wrapper will generally be 
required. Although the wrappers may have been fabri 
cated to satisfactory speci?cations, variations will arise 
due to stretching or shrinking of the web under the 
feeding conditions, ‘which may vary appreciably from 
the conditions at thetime the web is fabricated and im 
printed. For example, changes in the moisture content 
of the sheet material or the humidity of the surrounding 
atmosphere or the tension of the’ sheet material may 
cause appreciable variations in its dimensions, which ad 
versely affect registry of the wrappers when they are 
separated and used. If the wrappers are in multiple length 
web form, the dimensional changes may cause cumulative 
errors which prevent the obtaining of individual wrapped 
packages having registered imprinting thereon. Since it 
is not practicable to duplicate all of the exact conditions 
at the time of fabrication, some means of positioning 
or registry control is necessary. The present invention 
provides a method of and apparatus for successively po 
sitioningindividual wrappers without the use of expen 
sive or complicated mechanisms such as photoelectric 
cell mechanisms, differential gear corrective units and 
the. like. 

_ Looking at Fig. 2 the web W is withdrawn from a 
source of supply and advanced preferably under con 
trolled tension to the surface of a member which in the 
form illustrated is a rotary member 6 mounted for rota 
tiomon a shaft 7 driven by a suitable source of power 
(not shown). The member 6 is shown as having a cylin 
drical or drum-like shape and may comprise aweb feed 
ing member driven in timed relation with other portions 
ofa machine for completely packaging commodity units. 
Since a member having a round or ?at surface onto which 
the web is fed for positioning, will permit advancement 
of the web with a minimum of variation in lineal speed, 
both of these arrangements are considered bene?cial for 
providing a surface on which adjustment or positioning 
of the web may be accomplished. However, many other 
forms of feed members having cross sections, such as 
square, hexagonal, octagonal, or even some irregular 
shape may be desirable for other adaptations of the pres 
ent invention. 
Disposed at spaced intervals along the peripheral sur 

face 8 of the members 6 are ribs or ?nder elements 9 
which extend transversely along the peripheral surface 8 
for a distance less than the length of the slit 1 and pro 
ject radially out from the peripheral surface. The ele 
ments 9 are spaced apart a distance substantially equal to 
the desired wrapper lengths and thus as the web is fed to 
and applied to the member 6, the elements 9 are succes 
sively inserted into the slits 1. As shown in Fig. 2, the 
?nder elements 9 have curved side faces which merge 
into the peripheral surface 8 of the member 6, so that the 
central tongue 2 may lie against such curved sides. 
At approximately the point where the web W is applied 

to the elements 9, one or more resilient smoothing mem 
bers 10 may be mounted in a stationary position adja 
cent the peripheral surface of the member 6. The mem 
bers 10 are shown as leaf springs terminating in rounded 
contact portions which engage and ride along the central 
portions of the web to smooth it into engagement with 
the peripheral surface 8 and the surface of the ?nder ele 
ments 9 as may be seen in Fig. 2. It may be noted that 
due to the presence of the slit 1, ‘the tension of the web 
will be transmitted through the integral portions 5 at the 
side edges of the web and since the intermediate portions 
of the web are more ?exible there may be a tendency of 
the central portion of the web not to conform smoothly 
with the surface of the member 6, particularly in the re 
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g‘io'n where the ?nder element 9 is inserted through the 
?exed web. Obviously, the members 10 may terminate 
in rollers or have other suitable shape to conform the 
web, and particularly the tongue 2. 

Located adjacent the free end portion of the member 
or members 10 and disposed centrally of the web in the 
path of the central portion of the tongue 2, is provided 
a roller 11, carried by a lever arm 12 which is mounted 
to oscillate about the pivotal axis indicated by the nu 
meral 13 in Fig. 2. One end of the lever arm 12 carries 
the roller 11 while its opposite end has mounted thereon 
a switch contact 14. An opposed contact 15 may be car 
ried on a leaf spring member 16, mounted in a stationary 
position so that the contacts 14 and 15 are adjacent each 
other. These parts schematically illustrate a precision 
switch, which may preferably be a snap acting type so 
that a relatively small movement of the roller 11 will 
create engagement of the contacts 14 and 15 to energize 
a suitable electrical circuit. This switch, in effect com‘ 
prises a thickness gauge, useful for measuring the pres‘ 
ence of sheet material of the web at the location of the 
roller 11. To accommodate different web thicknesses 
which may be applied to the member 6, the switch and 
its roller 11 may be mounted for adjustable movement 
toward and away from the member 6. Precision switches, 
having adequate sensitivity for even the thinner sheet 
materials, are commercially available in types which are 
protectively enclosed and have great durability and long 
life. 
The roller 11 is disposed so that its periphery is tangent 

to or slightly spaced from the path of the top edges of 
the ?nder elements 9. As a ?nder moves past the roller, 
the clearance between these two parts is less than the 
thickness of the sheet material of the web beingfed and 
therefore, if the web is applied to the member 6, in such 
a manner that a portion of the central tongue 2 extends 
onto or overlaps the top edge of the ?nder element 9, the 
thickness of the sheet material will depress the roller 11, 
oscillating the arm 12 about its pivotal axis 13 to close 
the contacts 14 and 15 and energize an electrical circuit. 
The top edges of the ?nder elements extend radially out 
ward farther than other portions of the member 6 inv the 
region of the roller 11 so that the switch will only be 
actuated in the manner described. , 

Between each adjacent ?nder element 9 a suitable 
means is provided for varying the distance between adja 
cent ?nders along the peripheral surface of the member 6. 
In the form of the invention shown, this comprises a ?ap 
or gate 17 pivotally mounted on a shaft 18 journaled in 
the member 6. To urge the ?ap or gate 17 into its closed 
position, where its outer surface is flush with the periph 
eral surface 8 of the member 6, a‘ suitable torsion spring 
19 may be disposed about the shaft 18. One end of the 
spring 19 is inserted into and bears against a portion of 
the ?ap 17 and its other end bears against a portion of 
the member 6. Each of the ?aps 17 is arranged so that 
it may be located in a position where it is pivoted out 
wardly a suitable distance, but radially inward of the top 
edges of the ?nder elements 9. In its outer position, the 
?ap 17 acts to increase the peripheral distance of the mem 
her 6 betweenv adjacent ?nders. This outward position 
of the ?ap 17 is indicated at A in the lower central por 
tion of Fig. 2, while the inner position of the ?ap 17 is 
indicated by the numeral B at the right hand side of Fig. 2. 
To illustrate a form of mechanism for changing the posi 

tion of the flaps 17 from their inner position, as at B, to 
their outer position, as at A, and vice versa, each of the 
flaps 17 is shown as provided on its inner surface with a 
roller 20 (see Figs. 2 and 4). These rollers 20 are adapted 
to be positioned either in a shallow recess 21 or a deeper 
recess 22 formed in a bar 23 which is mounted in the 
member 6 for sliding movement axially of the shaft 7. 
When the roller 20 is disposed in its shallower recess 21, 
the ?ap 17 is held in its outer position and when the roller 
20 is in its recess 22 the ?ap 17 is retained in its inner posi 
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tion. A small ridge between the recesses, and the torsion 
spring 19 serve to retain the flap 17 in one of its two posi 
tions. To shift the position of the ?aps 17, each of the 
slidably mounted bars 23 carries a pair of rollers 24 and 
25, one at each end of the bar (Figs. 3 and 4). As the 
member 6 rotates in a counterclockwise direction when 
viewing Fig. 2, and prior to the time that a ?nder reaches 
the measuring station adjacent the roller 11 and its asso 
ciated switch, a stationary wedge or cam member 26 is 
mounted at an appropriate ?xed position adjacent an end 
of the member 6. The wedge 26 is disposed so that it 
will engage each roller 24 to cause it to move its bar 23 
toward the right, when viewing Figs. 3 and 4, positioning 
each roller 20 of the flap 17 in the recess 21 of the bar 
so that each ?ap is in its outer position, unless the flap 
is already in this outer position. 

The ?aps 17 may be caused to move to their inner 
position by a pin or rod 27 mounted at the right hand 
side of Figs. 3 and 4 adjacent the member 6, in position 
to engage the periphery of each of the rollers 25 of the 
bars 23 successively. The pin 27 is actuated for move 
ment by a solenoid 28 mounted in a ?xed position ad 
jacent the end face of the member 6 opposite to the 
end face at which the wedge or cam 26 is mounted. 
Further, the pin 27 is mounted in the path of the ap 
propriate roller 25 a slight distance ahead of the posi 
tion of such roller when the ?nder at the trailing edge 
of each individual wrapper is to pass adjacent the switch 
roller 11. Such slight distance will be dependent on 
the time required to actuate the solenoid 28 and pin 2'7, 
and on the peripheral speed of the member 6. 

Looking at Fig. 2, the trailing edge of a wrapper has 
just been applied to the member 6 with the ?nder at the 
bottom of Fig. 2 inserted through the slit at the trailing 
edge of the wrapper. The tongue 2 of that particular 
slit has been conformed by the member 10 and overlaps 
the top edge of the ?nder. The ?nder is about to pass 
adjacent the periphery of the roller 11 and with the 
tongue 2 disposed on the top edge of the ?nder the 
roller 11 will be depressed, closing the switch contacts 
14 and 15, energizing a suitable electrical circuit which 
will energize the solenoid 28, causing the pin 27 to be 
retracted or withdrawn from the path of the roller 25 
which is about to contact the pin. With the pin 27 
retracted, the bar 23 will not be moved to the left when 
viewing Figs. 3 and 4, and the flap 17 for the particular 
wrapper will not be moved to its flush position but will 
remain at its outer position. After actuation of the 
solenoid to retract the pin 27, the pin may be suitably 
returned to its position intersecting the path of the rollers r 
25 prior to the time that the trailing edge of the next 
succeeding wrapper reaches the measuring station. The 
pin 27 may be returned after Sll?'lCiCllt delay to allow 
the roller 25 to pass or may be returned by gravity or a 
spring as soon as the leading edge of the roller 25 has 
passed and in this event the end of the pin may lightly 
contact and slide over the top surface of the roller with 
out moving it or its associated bar 23. 

In the case of the preceding wrapper applied to the 
periphery of the member 6 and shown at the right in 
Fig. 2, when the ?nder was inserted through the shaped slit 
1 at the trailing edge of the wrapper, the tongue 2 did 
not extend over or overlap the top edge of such ?nder. 
Accordingly, the switch was not energized to cause the 
solenoid 28 to withdraw the pin 27, and therefore, the 
pin 27 contacted the roller 25 of the bar 23 and moved 
the bar so that roller 25 was positioned in recess 22 
freeing the flap 17 from its outer position. The torsion 
spring 19 plus the tension of the web caused the flap 
17 to move to its position ?ush with the peripheral sur 
face 8 of the member 6, shortening the distance along 
the peripheral surface of the member 6 between the 
?nders at the leading and trailing edge of the wrapper. 
The tension of the web caused a slight backward rela 
tive movement of the web with respect to the ?nder at 
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the trailing edge of the wrapper for a length correspond 
ing to the shortening of the peripheral distance between 
the adjacent ?nders. This backward movement of the 
web caused the tongue 2 at the trailing edge of the 
wrapper to extend further toward the top edge of the 
?nder, as indicated at C in Fig. 2. 

It may be seen that the common boundary between 
each adjacent wrapper bears a de?nite relationship to 
the end of the tongue 2 and accordingly the ?nder may 
be used to determine whether the end of the tongue 2 is 
properly positioned with respect to the ?nder. That is, 
measuring at the top edge of the ?nder gives an indi 
cation of the position of the tongue 2 with respect there 
to, and therefore measures the location of the common 
boundary between adjacent wrappers. If an adjustment 
in the position of the wrapper is indicated at the measur 
ing station, it may be obtained by leaving the pin 27 
in position where it will vary the peripheral distance be 
tween the ?nders at the leading and trailing edges of 
the wrapper. 

f the peripheral distance between adjacent ?nders 
when the flap 1'7 is in its outer position is slightly greater 
than the maximum length of the individual wrappers 
under the conditions actually encountered at the time 
of feeding, and the peripheral distance between adjacent 
?nders when the flap 17 is flush with the surface 8 in 
slightly less than the minimum length of the individual 
wrappers actually encountered, the common boundary 
between adjacent wrappers may be successively'posi 
tioned with respect to the member 6, within satisfactory 
close tolerances. it should be noted that if a wrapper 
is applied so that the tongues 3 at the trailing edge ex 
tend over or overlap a portion of the top edge of the 
?nder, they are disposed at each side of the roller 11 and 
will not actuate the switch or affect the peripheral dis 
tance of the member. 6 between adjacent ?nders. 
Under the system of positioning or registry control 

which has been described, each wrapper is applied along 
a slightly elongated peripheral distance between adja 
cent?nders, and if the tongue 2 of a particular wrapper 
reaches onto or overlaps the top edge of the ?nder, this 
peripheral distance is maintained and the wrapper ad 
vanced for gripping, application for use and separation 
from the web. If the tongue 2 does not extend onto or 
overlap the top edge of the ?nder at the measuring 
station, the peripheral distance between the adjacent 
?nders for that wrapper is shortened and the web tension 
correspondingly retracts the web to adjust the trailing 
edge of the wrapper with respect to its ?nder in a direc~ 
tion tending to cause the tongue 2 to reach or overlap 
the top edge of the ?nder. Accordingly, the trailing 
edge of each wrapper is successively positioned, when 
conditions at the time of application call for positioning, 
with respect to its associated ?nder at the trailing edge 

" of the wrapper within acceptable tolerances. 
After the wrappers have been successively positioned, 

they may be fed or advanced by movement of the mem 
ber 6, and may be suitably gripped to retain their posi~ 
tioned location to facilitate carrying out the operations 
of severing or completing the separation of the individual 
wraps and applying them for use. These operations may 
be accomplished while the wrappers are retained on the 
surface of the member 6, or the wrappers may be trans 
ferred to other suitable mechanism for completing the 
severance and application for use. To aid in preserving 
their positioned relationship, it is believed preferable to 
accomplish these operations while the wrappers are re 
tained or gripped to the member 6. 

In the form of the invention shown in Figs. 2 through 
5, means for completing the severance of the individual. 
articles is illustrated as 'a pair of pivotally mounted knives 
2§ disposed adjacent and in predetermined relation with 
respect to each of the ?nder elements 9. The knives 29; 
best seen in Figs. 2 and 5, are pivotally mounted to the 
member 6 by pivot pins 36. The free ends of the knives 
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, inayahe lguided during-movement by ~§being=disposed~lin 
Aslots>-32~formed in thememberbandopening to thesur~ 
@face 8. Any lsuitablevmechznism f_(not v-shown) ;4may’?ac 
"mate »the- knives tin timcdnrelation ‘with ‘the: movement 
‘of themembersG, 'so tthat- eachpair of knives is moved, 
.ipreferably simultaneously, outwardly in opposite direc 
~tions,ncausing =cuttingaiportions v3l~ofethe knives‘ ito->~sever 
.the {connecting (portions-Seat awommon vboundary ibe 
»tweens-adjacent Wrappers ‘of ~' the ~ Web. This .-method‘ of 
"successively separating the. individual articles vfrom the 

, rweb-tis ‘advantageous tin-that the lforce'of-the :knives'is 
t-appliedclto ‘the web in [equal ‘rand-‘opposite direc-tionsand 
,will ‘,tend -to- cause~a minimum :of ‘disturbance-‘to the ‘web. 

I have found that the shapeeofatheveslits"1 may assist 
,in obtaining substantially even edges of the individual 
.articles, whenwthe cutting- isriaccornplished as described. 
‘Fig. ~1 v-shows center lines, indicating the: common bound 
.aries ‘between adjacent wrappers, “which -are ‘aligned ‘with 
~the-tstraight vline portions :4~of lthecslits. Ff he provision 
v40f'lintermediate ?exible portions-of the web and the 
‘(insertionsofv-thes?nder'element throughtthe ‘slit (to spread 
the-marginal edgesof the slit, ;permi-ts;--a substantially 
‘aligned, “continuation of a the QULiPOYli'OIlS -4 ‘along the 
-common boundary between -»adjacent wrappers even 
‘,“though .the-adjacent-wrappers may “be slightly, misaligned 
~_with -respect -to athe-cutting edges voft-the “knives fat the 
.time oilcut. Since 'the ‘positioning ope-ration places ‘the 
.trailing edge 10f each wrapper.‘in-a-predetermined- rela 
tionship withtrespect torthe-corresponding'?nder‘element, , 
,within-acceptable'ltolerancespitliscontemplated that other 
.l'separa‘ting ,means,,=such as,.\rotary, meci-procating ~orwother 
.tcuttersrlmounted exteriorly of the member-t61andwac-ting 
{in appropriate-aimedmelatiomtherewi-th, may :be" employed 
to separate individual articles from the :web. 

.:It_,is believed- preferable :dhat the web of "wrappers be 
gripped or held ‘tot-the surface-:8 of the- member~6rqafter 
.each wrapper: has been-positioned with -»respect-?thereto, 
,soathat the..positioning may =be,preservedJ-for {cutting and 
‘-applying thearticles. :vAny suitable :?orm :ofqgri-pping 
means (mot-shown) “may be utilized, it ‘being considered 
that :web igripping \mechanisms are well known 'ii-n vthe 
,art. §Fornpurposesnof=illustration, afpluralitymf pins-suit 
.ably,.~a-rranged,-to impale“ edgeiiportionseof~ the wrappers, 
maybe disposed -_atsuitable-docations. Where it? is vnot 
,.de"sired ..to v,pierce V the sheet material, .-the egr'ipping ,Amay 
.lbe accomplished/by ag-plurality'of vaouumaportseiopening 
to the surface 8‘of-the1member-6~at-iappropriate;posi 
.tionsandr communicating with =a-suitable-_exhaust‘;pump. 
It, is .also contemplated ~that the tgrippersema-y take ‘the 
{form ‘of - members-which woscil1ate~from~the - ends ~of-xthe 
member f6l~tot,pinch edge ,portions ofv the twebwagainst 
the surface‘B, or may comprisearoller- or rollers,.,-pref 
erably‘having aii?ex'ibleor_resilient surface, engagingxa 

“portionor portions of -the?surface_8. Twosrolls ‘contact 
‘ing spaced locations, of thersurface ‘8 vtmay-vrbeaused -.so 

, that one. islg'ripping while ‘a .recessed ‘portion-‘of the other 
,passes .over_.proje‘ctions._on thegsurfacei8. ~Obviously, it 
‘is desirable ‘to retain control of the individual-articles as 
long; as -_~poss'ible, and accordingly, nit» ,mayabeadesirable‘ to 
successively apply the.v leading wrappertoareceivin g meni 
‘ber?prior to the completion-of titsvseparation vfromwthe 
web. Thepivotally mountede?apslor;gates1117=mi-ght,ffor 
example, comprise applying,memberslmovablc:outwardly 
‘to apply -,predeter_mined portionsaofwthe" wrappers-onto 
‘suitable receiving ‘surfaces, asithey- are separated ~from-the 
wéb. - t 

Figs. 6 through- 8 illustrate-a modi?ed form of_-=-method 
and apparatus embodying \the tpresent rinventiomeforycon 

I jointly feeding, positioning, applying ‘and separating :a 
sequence of Wrappers -in theformlofa-webH Similar :to 
the/form of theginvent'ioni'shown in .Eigs. 2 :through .5, 
affeed member '6', comprising ;a ..cylindrical: .blockis 
mounted for rotationon asshaft 7’..and provides aipe 
ripheralsurface 8’ ‘to which a..web W’ ,mayabeaapplied, 
preferably with a substantially uniform, controlled ten 

T10 
v#sirm. JPinder-Lelements?’ arerdisposed rat rintervals- along 

I the {surface ‘of ithe deed vmemb‘er, ethe-Ydis'tancev between 
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1,adjacentr?nders'iialongr:the;pripheral~;surface r8”, beingesub 
t-‘stantiall-y = equal-noon \individual wwrapper'tlen'gth. 

As»- vin the’ previously" described formxof'xthe 1' invention, 
lfoneworcmore ; leaf :spring' members ~10’ - are _ disposed ‘va'd 
gijac‘ent the;point wherecthe web KW’ Eisappliedztothe ?nder 
‘elements 91, and each member rlill'e'has rounded con-tact 
portions to smooth "thecentralt'iportionrof the iwebgtand 
gparticul-arly 'thesc‘entrali'tongue io'r =?ap 32'" of ‘the ashaped 
>rslit,>:~against<the roun'dedsidewface vof the '?nder'element 
a9':__#at¢qthe <timeiofemeasuring. ~A~=roller .*1*1','ca-rried:1by 
idever arm ~12’ ,ipivotally»mounted-at =13? , :»is “also: disposed 
itadjacent theiree'fendwf the member lll?aandfasrprevious 
~ ly-desc'ribed in oonnectiomwith :Fi gs. :2 : and 5 _ vis “disposed 
@to met as ea‘ thickness gauge =t0 isuccessively v:rneasnre gor 
.sdiscern whether-ethe- ends :of the "tongues - :2’ 'extendrronto 
~0r- overlie V-the' topsedge's of theE-?n'der~~elementsw9? ‘When 
athe- roller?ll’ :iswdepressed: by athe (thickness (of the’: web, 
iiticloses ithe contacts ofwa switch, indicated 'by-‘numeral 
:¢41,;~ to :t-energ'i-ze :‘a :suitable welectrict-circuit, --activating a 
-'-solenoid ~28’ \(Fig. 8,) . 

The adjustment ioffil-theypcripheral i-distance 'betweentrad 
;-jacent :?n'der (elements '9’ %is obtained by “mounting ad 
tjusting ,- members 42 in rthe member '6’-:at ‘a .suitablelo 
cation between adjacent ?nders. These members<42<are 
,;,preferably---cyl-indrical ‘with a ?attened :surface '43 which 
1may¢eitherPfbe'gplanar or'-"-be»r0unded to conformato .the 
Meurvaturewf vthe;;;peripheral :surface =8’. ‘,The adjusting 
amemibersi arermounted sforv oscillating -‘ movement ‘in ‘suit 
‘ably 'vshaped v,recesses of ,Zthe “member .65, opening to .the 
{jPCTjPhBIBlfSHBf?C? Es'o that :the-‘members'42, may present 
ve-either tthe: surfaced?’ dlu'sh ‘with the ."surface id’, or a ‘pro 
,g;ljectingrsurf~ace nt‘t-he periphery ofiithevmemberi6'. :;Ea'eh 
adjusting-member '42 is 'iretained in tposition ".by ‘one “or 
smote ESPIiIIggPI'BSSBd plungers '44,’:made: of arsuitable ,ma 
_-terial it‘o ifrictionall-yjengage the walls 'of the :recessv in 
w-thet-nnemfberi-6’win whichnthelmemben42ris disposed. To 
change the position of the adjusting members, “theyFrnay 

"abet/each lgp‘rovide'duat *an end of the'member ‘6'.,~with a 
->bell -:'.Cl"ank :member-r46, athe Lifree :‘ends .of' which carry 
v‘rol-lersc47sand 4'8. g-Aba suitable'pointzin ‘th'e'rotation 
-~ef ‘the-member ‘16f, ~awstationary ream bump :or projec 
i<ti0nM9 is “mounted rfromsa- ?xed ‘part .of the apparatus 
111:0 'PTOjECt'i‘iIItO the :pathwofa'each *of uthe rollers 47tto 
‘cause witwto ~oscillate ‘its .tadju'sting [member 42 so that 
sit; ‘presents 'the :suidacerl-‘Bwto :the periphery'of the :mem 
',¥bel‘§6;,'iiun1e'SS"th6 member =42 .is already in this-?p'osi 
ati'oni. iIn-athe tupperaright" hand‘. portion ;of . Fig. 6,1. it 1may 
the scent-‘that ‘zthefroller i'47ahas just ‘come into Econtact 
‘with :the ;_projection £49, and the :member- 42 will’ib'e 0's 
mcillatedeisoathatiit ‘will "not "project .ifrorn the surface 18’. 
*1" he *adjustingamember v42 ."re‘tains ithisv‘?ush position until 
:.-.iit iconta‘ets Ia'camibump -:or éprojec'tion "50, which ' is nor— 
anally mountedtadj-acent '1to,='-but- out. of, the path f‘of Jthe 
<trollerse48, ewhenitlre :tra‘iling edgezof the corresponding 
twvrapp'er Ahas‘; just :been {applied , ‘to :‘the :?nder element ‘9' 
and :passes 1 over nthe znoller 211T. vThe projection 50 "is 
vtrn‘ov-ably :mounted :and :adapted 1to 1be actuated ~by ‘the 
nsolenoidr28f.,=best ‘se'enrintFig 8. 

,rtI-fiithe dengue-l2’ at :the ‘trailing ‘edge of .a ‘wrapper 
ewhen appliedgreaches'ontocor overlaps :the top :edge of 
'.=:the~.?nderielementr97, lit depresses 'rthe ‘roller 11’, closing 
‘the!COntaCtS‘Oflthe-"ISWitCh 41, :energizing ‘the solenoid‘ 28’, 
causing =>it~3to imovel?therprojection"50,, from 'its ‘full line 
ripositionetowits ‘Ida'sh-dot line position in Fig.8 where 
it is ‘disposed zin-i’the path ‘of ‘the ‘roller 48. When the 
..-roller 48-;strikes therprojection '50, it causes oscillation 
'ofithe-adjuétingmember"'42:so .that atleasta portion of 
~the=surfacc*43; disappears .from the periphery of‘ the mem— 
.ber 6';and -;the cylindrical :surface of the member 42-is 
,projected ‘from the .gperiphery vof ‘the member “6'. The 
,peripherahdistance between adjacent :?nders' 9’ is there 
by increased, andl’an additional amount of the :web is 
caused to be fed, which amount corresponds to the vari 
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ation of the peripheral surface of the member 6’ due to 
the change in the position of the member 42. This con 
dition is indicated at D in the upper portion of Fig. 6 
where it may be seen that the web is lifted from the sur 
face 8' of the feed member by the adjusting member 
42. This additional feeding of the web will cause the 
trailing edge of the tongue 2’ to be moved forwardly 
with respect to the ?nder to a position where it will not 
reach onto or overlap the top edge of the ?nder, as 
indicated at E at the right hand side of Fig. 6. 

If the tongue 2’ of the trailing edge of any wrapper 
does not extend onto or overlap the top edge of the 
?nder element 9’, the roller 11' is not depressed to cause 
the solenoid 28’ to be energized and the projection 50 
is not moved into the path of the roller 48.‘ The posi 
tion of the member 42 is not changed and the surface 
43 remains presented to the surface 8'. Thu-s, the pe~ 
ripheral distance between adjacent ?nders is not changed. 
In this form of positioning of the web, it may be seen 
thatif the tongue 2' extends onto or overlaps the top 
edge of the ?nder an additional amount of the web is 
fed, tending to move the tongue forward with respect to the 
?nder so that the edge of the tongue does not quite reach 
onto or overlap the top edge of the ?nder. 
To provide for variation in the amount of correction 

or adjustment accomplished by the members 42, the mov 
able projection 5@ may be mounted to move in a direc 
tion radially of the member 6'. This is indicated in Fig. 
8, where it will be seen that the solenoid 28' is enclosed 
in a casing having extensions or ears 65 mounted for 
slidingmovement along a ?xed supporting bracket or 

I base 66. The ears 65 are held and guided by retaining 
plates 63 secured to the bracket 66 to provide a ?xed 
path for the solenoid. One of the ears 65 is also pro 
vided with an upstanding lug 67 which has a threaded 
aperture for threaded engagement with an adjusting screw 
69. The adjusting screw extends through and is jour 
naled in an extension of the support bracket 66. The 
free end of the adjusting screw has secured thereto an 
adjusting knob 70. 

It may be seen that by rotating the knob 70, ‘solenoid 
28' and the projection 50 are moved radially inwardly 
or radially outwardly with respect to the member 6’. 
Since the location of the radially inward edge of the 
projection 59 determines the amount of oscillation of . ‘ 
each of the adjusting members 42 as imparted by the 
roller 48. and member46, the amount of projection of 
the member 42 from the peripheral surface 8’ of the 
member 6' may be controlled. It may be noted that 
this adjustment is afforded while the member 42 is being - 
moved so that the surface 43 is not presented to the 
periphery of the member 6’, because after the normal 
cylindrical surface of the member 42 has reached a ra 
dial line of the member 6’ passing through the axis of 
rotation of the member 42, no further projection from v 
the periphery of the member 6’ is caused by further 
movement of the member 42. The above described means 
for varying the projection of the adjusting members 42 
from the surface 8', controls the amount of change in 
the peripheral distance along the surface of the member 
6’ between adjacent ?nders, and thereby varies the amount 

It is especially 
bene?cial to be able to accomplish this variation in the 
successive adjustment-of each article while the member 
a’ is maintained in continuous operation, and the mecm 
anism described diagrammatically illustrates this feature. 

Accordingly, it may be seen that positioning of the web 
will cause the trailing edge of the tongue 2' of each 
wrapper to be successively positioned so that it is dis 
pcscd at the front side of the corresponding ?nder. Since 
the tongue 2’ bears a de?nite relationship to the common 
boundary between adjacent wrappers, along which it is 
desired to complete the separation into individual wrap 
pers, it may be seen that suitable cutting means may 
be actuated to sever the wrappers in the region slightly 
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ahead of each ?nder element. Figs. 6 and 7 illustrate a 
cutting means of a conventional type for performing a 
cut at a ?xed position with respect to the feed member 
6'; Cutter blades 51 are inserted at each side of the 
member 6' to extend in a direction axially of the member 
6' for a distance suf?cient to underly the unsevered por 
tions of the web. Fixed cutter blades 52 best seen in 
Figs. 6 and 7 are mounted adjacent the periphery of 
the feed member 6’ and cooperate with the cutter blades 
51 to sever or pinch off the web. Either or both of the 
cutter blades 51 and 52 can be mounted for adjust 
ment with respect to each other so that they may maintain 
their proper cutting relationship. The form of cutters 
are illustrative, and other suitable means for separating 
the wrappers may be employed. 

In the form of the invention shown in Fig. 6, the means 
for gripping the web to the surface of the feed member 
6’ is illustrated as a roll or rolls 53 mounted for rota 
tion on a shaft 54. The roller may be driven in timed 
relation with the feed member 6' or may be freely ro 
tatable to turn by frictional contact with the web as 
the member 6' is driven. Roll 53 is fabricated of or has 
a covering of a ?exible and elastic material, such as 
rubber or the like to provide appropriate frictional en 
gagement, and to permit deforming of the surface of 
the roll without losing contact with the web as pro 
jections from the surface 8’ pass adjacent the periphery 
of the roll. These projections include the cutter blades 
51 and the cylindrical surface of the adjuster members 
42 when they are presented to the periphery of the mem 
ber 6'. If desired, the periphery of the roll may be cut 
or recessed to permit passage of the projections. To 
avoid contacting the ?nders 9', it is preferable that 
two spaced rolls be utilized, so that they contact the 
unsevered portions of the web. 
The apparatus shown in Figs. 6 and 7 is also provided 

with a means for applying the wrappers to appropriate 
receiving members after the wrappers have been suc 
cessively positioned, gripped and separated from the web. 
These applier members are indicated by the numeral 55 
and are pivotally mounted on shafts 56 journaled in the 
member 6’. The appliers are pivoted to their inward 
position (shown, for clarity, as being within hollowed 
out recesses of the member 6') during most of the rota 
tion of the member 6'. Each member 55 has divergent 
applying surfaces 57, and it is believed desirable that 
when the members 55 are at their inner position one of 
the surfaces 57 be ?ush with the surface 8’ of the mem 
ber 6’. After each applier 55 has passed the ?xed cut 
ting blade 52, it may be actuated so that it is pivoted 
outwardly from the member 6' carrying with it the lead 
ing wrapper of the web. In this outer position, the sur 
faces 57 of the applier member may mesh with receiv 
ing surfaces of a receiving member 58 which may be 
one of a plurality of similar members to move in a 
path which passes adjacent the member 6’. The receiv 
ing members 58 are preferably pivotally mounted on arms 
59 which may for example, comprise spaced spokes of 
a wrapping wheel. In its outermost position, the apex 
of the divergent surfaces 57 of each applier 55 is dis 
posed at a ?xed predetermined distance from the com 
mon boundary between adjacent wrappers at the trailing 
edge of such wrapper, where the severing action is to 
occur. Thus, each wrapper is applied to its receiving 
member with its edges in predetermined position or reg 
istry with the receiving member. As may be seen in Fig. 
6, the apex of the surfaces 57 of the applier 55 is in en 
gagement with an apex of the receiving surfaces of the 
member 58, just prior to the time that the leading wrap 
per is severed from the web. To complete the applica 
tion of the wrapper, the applying member 55 is re 
tained in its outermost position and moves the receiving 
member 58 which oscillates about its pivotal connection 
with the arm 59 causing the wrapper to be applied to 
both receiving surfaces of the member 58. The receiv~ 
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mg member 58 may be resiliently mounted during the 
pivotal movement to facilitate its meshing action with 
the member 55 with a minimum tendency to disturb the 
positioning of the wrapper. Upon severance of the wrap 
per, the receiving member may be further pivoted (in a 
‘clockwise direction, viewing Fig. 6) to release the ap 
plying member which may then be actuated to move to 
its innermost position. Each of the applying members 
55 is controlled during its operation by a control lever 
60, ?xed to the pivotal shaft 56 of the member 55 and 
carrying a roller 61. During rotation of the member 
6’, each applier 55 is held in its inner position by cam 
surfaces 62 which contact roller 61. The appliers are 
caused to move outwardly and apply wrappers to the 
receiving members 58 by a cam surface 63, which con 
tacts the roller 61 during a portion of its travel. If de 
sired, the cam surface 63 may be omitted and outward 
movement of the appliers obtained by a torsion spring 
disposed around the shaft 56, and acting to resiliently urge‘ 
the applier into engagement with the receiving member 
58. 

In the methods of positioning of the web which have 
been described, the correction or adjustment has been 
obtained by varying the peripheral distance between adja 
cent ?nders of the feed member by a ?xed adjustment, 
which, in the form of invention shown in Figs. 6 through 
8, may be changed in amount, as desired. If the pre 
cision switch mechanism and its feeler roller were mounted 
to travel with the feed member during a portion of its 
movement, the positioning mechanism could be made 
variable whereby the corrective action could be variable 
and continue until the roller indicated that the position 
ing of the web was correct. A similar result would be 
approached if two measuring stations were provided, with 
each station capable of applying a small ?xed correction. 
Measurement and correction could occur at the ?rst sta 
tion, and could be repeated at the second measuring 
station if warranted by the conditions encountered there. 
For most purposes, however, it is believed that su?icient 
accuracy can be obtained by making a single ?xed cor 
rection as has been described in connection with the 
drawings. 

It will be appreciated that the con?guration of the 
shaped slits in the web may be considerably varied. It 
is desirable that the slits between adjacent articles be 
shaped to de?ne a tongue and provide ?exibility of a 
portion of the web to permit insertion of the ?nder ele 
ments and a spreading of the marginal edges of the 
slits to accomplish positioning or registry control in a 
positive and simple manner as has been described. It 
is obviously advantageous that the slits be dimensioned 
and shaped so that they will operate in conformity with 
the size and shape of the ?nder elements. It is de 
sirable that the tongue or tongues be readily movable 
or slidable with respect to the ?nder elements to facili 
tate application of the web, insertion of the ?nders and 
positioning of the web with respect to the ?nders. 
To illustrate a desirable variation in the con?gura 

tion of the slit, Fig. 9 shows a fragment of a Web in 
cluding a shaped slit, indicated generally by 1'.‘ It is 
believed that this form of slit is preferable for use in 
connection with the type of severing means~ disclosed 
in Fig. 6 and 7. The shaped slit 1' de?nes a central 
?ap or tongue 2' extending rearwardly with respect to 
the direction in which the web is to be fed. Adjacent 
the central ?ap or tongue 2' are a pair of ?aps or tongues 
3'. The slit then terminates in portion 64 which ex 
tend longitudinally of the web and provide a distance 
in the region of the common boundary within which 
the cut accomplished by the coacting knives 51 and 52 
may occur. If the length of the portions .64 corresponds 
to or is‘ slightly greater than the tolerance acceptable 
in the positioning of the web, it may be'seen thatthe 
completion of the cut Will intersect the portion 64 and 
complete the severance of the individual wrappers. 
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14 
Exteriorly of the slit, the adjacent wrappers ‘are con 
nected by integral portions 5' which are dimensioned 
to provide suf?cient strength for feeding and tension 
ing of the Web. 
A sinuous slit, symmetrical with the common bound 

ary between adjacent wrappers, as illustrated in Figures 
1 and 9, is considered very advantageous for use in ac 
cordance with the present invention. Further, it pro 
vides or results in a minimum of encroachment on the 
individual articles. When the articles are wrappers, one 
edge of each wrapper will be sinuous and have a cen 
tral tongue extending therefrom while the opposite edge 
of each wrapper will be sinuous and have a pair of 
tongues. It is believed that such sinuous edges will 
not be objectionable in appearance and when over 
lapped to provide a seam the tongues may be used for 
gripping and opening the wrapped package. The edges 
of the articles and the slits may be serrated or notched 
with the desired number and shape of serrations, or 
may have other suitable con?guration, and if this pat 
tern along the edges is appropriately dimensioned, it 
may provide the ?exible portion of the web and the 
‘tongue or ?ap for measuring and positioning of the ar 
ticles. 
The drawings illustrate mechanism for carrying out 

the present invention in schematic form, for purposes 
of simpli?cation. Many other mechanims may be used 
to advantage for the various applications of the pres 
ent invention, and further other apparatus may be in 
corporated. It is desired to point out that the posi 
tioning of a web may be accomplished in a simple fash 
ion and with a minimum of mechanism, which will re 
sult in decreased maintenance and more e?icient op 
eration. ' V 

In the schematic showing of the apparatus in the 
drawings, vthe means for adjusting the peripheral dis 
tance between adjacent ?nders results in some cases in 
a projection from the feed surface. When the grip 
ping means comprises a roller, such as the roll '53 in 
Fig. 6 with a ?exible or resilient surface, certain sheet 
materials may be adversely affected by pressure of the 
roller over the material at the projection. As described, 
this may be overcome by using two rollers, each re 
cessed to avoid contacting the projection, and spaced 
to alternate in their gripping function. Obviously, oth 
er gripping means may be employed to obviate suchv a 
condition, or the adjustment may be obtained by pro 
jections shaped so as not to interfere with the gripping. 
Further, when gripping rollers are utilized, it is advan 
tageous to secure the adjusting means by some suitable 
locking means to insure the retention of the positioning 
of the articles on the feed surface. 

It is desired to emphasize that the present invention 
provides a method and apparatus for successively po 
sitioning, gripping and severing individual sheet ma— 
terial articles which may be operated to perform these 
functions while the articles are continuously advanced 
as a web toward the location where they are to be 
utilized. This results in smoother operation and less 
tendency for disturbing of the web due to starting and 
stopping of the feeding means. Further, the present 
method and apparatus are adapted for synchronized op 
eration with other units which may function on a con 
tinuous operating cycle, and provide e?icient, high-speed 
and high capacity performance with acceptable accu 
racy. This feature is extremely valuable for applica 
tions, such as the accurate and positive feeding in se 
quence of wrappers, labels and the like. 

It will be understood that in the drawings, propor 
tions have been exaggerated in some instances to pro 
vide a greater understanding of the invention. 

vIt will be understood that the foregoing description 
ofv preferred embodiments of the invention 'is for the 
purpose of explanation and illustration, and numerous 
variations and modi?cations other than those which have 
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been described, may be made without departing from 
the spirit of the invention. 
What I claim is: 
~l.v Apparatus for feeding sheet material articles im 

printed in a pattern on a web with said web sub-divided 
into individual articles by slits in registry with said im 
printing and de?ning a tongue in the region of the com 
mon boundary between adjacent articles which comprises 
a rotary feed member to which said web may be applied, 
a plurality of projections at predetermined locations on 
the surface of said feed member insertibie into said slits 
to de?ect said tongues, determining means mounted in 
predetermined relation with respect to said feed member 
for ascertaining the position of said tongues with respect 
to said projections, means for varying the peripheral dis 
tance along the surface of said feed member between 
adjacent projections, and means for actuating said last 
mentioned means controlled by said determining means. 

2. The method of controlling the registry of a plu 
rality of ?exible sheet material articles disposed in joined 
end-to-end relationship, which comprises continuously 
advancing and applying said articles to the surface of a 
moving element, maintaining the articles on said surface, 
sensing the position of said articles with respect to said 
surface, and ?exing said articles to position them with 
respect thereto and while the articles are maintained on 
the surface of said moving element. 

3. The method of controlling the registry of a plurality 
of ?exible sheet material articles disposed in joined end 
to-end relationship, which comprises continuously ad 
vancing and applying said articles to a curved surface 
of a rotating element, maintaining the articles on said 
surface, sensing the position of said articles with respect 
to said surface, and ?exing said articles to position them 
with respect thereto and while the articles are maintained 
on the surface of said rotating element. 

4. The method of controlling the registry of a plu 
rality of ?exible sheet material articles disposed in joined 
end-to-end relationship and applying said articles to a re 
ceiving element, which comprises continuously advanc 
ing and applying said articles to the surface of a moving 
element, successively positioning said articles with respect 
to predetermined locations on said surface, successively 
applying a portion of each of said positioned articles in 
register with a receiving element and maintaining the 
articles in such applied position, and successively severing 
said articles from the next succeeding article while in 
said predetermined location with respect to the moving 
element and while in register with the receiving element. 

5. The method of controlling the registry of a plurality 
of ?exible sheet material articles disposed in joined end 
to-end relationship and applying said articles to a receiv 
ing element, which comprises continuously advancing and 
applying said articles in a ?rst position to the surface 
of a moving element, successively positioning said ar 
ticles in a second position with respect to predetermined 
locations on said surface and maintaining the articles in 
such second‘position, successively folding and applying 
the folded edge of said positioned articles in register with 
a reentrant receiving element while maintaining portions 
of the articles in the second position, and successively sev 
ering said articles from the next succeeding article while 
in said last named location with respect to the moving 
element and while in register with the receiving element. 

6. The method of controlling the registry of a plurality 
of ?exible sheet material articles disposed in partially 
severed joined end-to-end relationship and applying said 
articles to a receiving element which comprises contin 
uously advancing and applying said articles in a ?rst 
position on the surface of a moving element, successively 
positioning said articles in a second position wth re 
spect to predetermined locations on said surface and main 
taining the articles in such second position, applying said 
positioned articles successively to a receiving element 
while maintaining portions of the articles in the second 
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position, and ?nally successively completely severing said 
articles from the next succeeding articles while in said 
last named locations with respect to the moving element. 

7. The method of controlling the registry of a plurality 
of ?exible sheet material articles disposed in partially 
severed joined end-to-end relationship and applying said 
articles to a receiving element which comprises continu 
ously advancing and applying said articles in a ?rst posi 
tion on the surface of a moving element, successively 
positioning said articles in a second position with respect 
to predetermined locations on said surface and maintain 
ing the articles in such second position, moving a portion 
only of said positioned articles successively away from 
said surface and applying the same to a receiving element 
while retaining another portion thereof ?xed with respect 
to the moving surface in said second position, and ?nally 
successively completely severing said articles from the 
next succeeding articles while the said another portion 
thereof remains ?xed with respect to the moving surface. 

8. Apparatus for controlling the registry of a plurality 
of flexible sheet material articles connected together in 
end-to-end relationship, comprising means forming a mov 
ing surface, means to hold said ?exible sheet material 
articles against said surface, means for sensing the posi 
tion of said articles with respect to said surface, and 
means on and movable relative to the moving surface 
forming means responsive to the sensing means for vary 
ing the position of said articles with respect to said sur 
face. 

9. Apparatus for controlling successively the registry 
of a plurality of ?exible sheet material articles connected 
together in end-to-end relationship and applying said 
articles to a receiving element, comprising ?rst means 
forming a moving surface, means to hold said ?exible 
sheet material articles against said surface, means for 
sensing the position of said articles with respect to said 
surface, means on the ?rst means responsive to the sens 
ing means and movable relative to said moving surface 
for varying the position of said articles with respect to 
said surface, a receiving element operatively spaced with 
respect to the ?rst means, and means on said ?rst means 
to apply the articles to said receiving element. 

10. Apparatus for controlling successively the registry 
of a plurality of ?exible sheet material articles connected 
together in end?to-end relationship and applying said 
articles to a receiving element, comprising ?rst means 
forming a moving surface, means to hold said ?exible 
sheet material articles against said surface, means for 
sensing the position of said articles with respect to said 
surface, means on the ?rst means responsive to the sens 
ing means and movable relative to said surface for vary 
ing the position of said articles with respect to said sur 
face, a receiving element, means on said ?rst means to 
apply the articles to said receiving element, and means 
on the ?rst means to sever said applied articles from the 
next succeeding articles while the severed articles are 
held with respect to the moving surface. 

ll. Apparatus for controlling successively the registry 
of a plurality of ?exible sheet material articles connected 
together in end~to-end relationship and applying said 
articles to a receiving element, comprising ?rst means 
forming a moving surface, means to hold said ?exible 
sheet material articles against said surface, means for 
sensing the position of said articles with respect to said 
surface, means on the ?rst means responsive to the sens 
ing means and movable relative to said surface for vary 
ing the position of said articles with respect to said sur 
face, a receiving element operatively spaced with respect 
to the ?rst means and formed with a reentrant portion, 
means on said ?rst means to move a portion of said 
articles away from the moving surface to form a fold 
therein and apply the fold to the reentrant portion of 
the receiving element while holding another portion of 
the articles ?xed with respect to the moving surface, 

5.. 
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and means on the ?rst means to sever the articles from 
succeeding articles While being so held. 

12. Apparatus for controlling successively the registry 
of a plurality of ?exible sheet material articles connected 
together in end-to-end relationship, comprising means 
forming a moving surface, means to hold said ?exible 
sheet material articles against said surface, ?nder ele 
ments on said moving surface forming means, means 
for sensing the position of said articles with respect to 
the ?nder elements, and means on and movable relative 
to the moving surface forming means responsive to the 
sensing means for varying the position of said articles 
with respect to said surface. 

13. Apparatus for controlling the registry of a plu 
rality of sheet material articles connected together in 
end-to-end relationship, comprising a rotatable mem 
ber having an outer surface for receiving said articles, 
means on said member extending outwardly from said 
surface for de?ecting portions of said articles away from 
said surface, sensing means to detect misalignment of 
said portions and said de?ecting means, and means on 
said rotatable member and movable relative thereto for 
moving the trailing end of an article relative to said 
surface to change the spacing between its ends, and 
means responsive to said sensing means for actuating the 
means for moving the trailing end of the article. 
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